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One of the most intriguing problems in characteristic p representation 
theory for semisimple algebraic groups is the problem of finding the formal 
characters of the irreducible modules. An equivalent problem is to find the 
composition factors of Weyl modules. It is a (non-trivial) fact that the Weyl 
modules occur as the top cohomology groups of certain line bundles on 
homogeneous spaces. One could therfore more generally ask for the 
composition factors of all such cohomology groups. References [2] and [3] 
deal with aspects of this question. In the present paper we use a method 
primarily due to J. C. Jantzen [ 151 to extend the results in the above- 
mentioned works. Our main results are (i) a translation principle (Theorem 
2.5 below) generalizing Jantzen’s theorem in [ 15’1, (ii) a proof of the 
Carter-Lusztig conjecture (see [6, p. 2391, compare also [3, Theorem 4.11 
and [ 71) on the existence of intertwining homomorphisms between Weyl 
modules (Theorem 3.3 below) together with some related results on higher 
Ext,-groups, and (iii) a rather general vanishing theorem for cohomology 
groups of line bundles on homogeneous spaces (Theorem 4.1 below). 
As will be apparent from a comparison with [ 151, many of Jantzen’s 
arguments in the proof of his translation principle can be directly carried 
over to our situation. However, the fact that we deal with all cohomology 
groups (not just the highest) allows us sometimes to shorten the proofs. In 
particular this is, the case for the proof of Proposition 2.3 (in which we give 
the effect of the translation functor on irreducible modules). 
In an earlier preprint [4], we showed that the vanishing theorem for 
dominant line bundles on homogeneous spaces can be proved (for p big) 
using “translation arguments.” Shortly after that preprint was written, the 
author 151 (and, independently, W. Haboush [ 111) found an even simpler 
way of proving that result. In order to describe the vanishing behaviour of 
the cohomology of non-ample line bundles the method is, however, still 
useful. This is demonstrated in the last section of this paper, where we 
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determine completely the vanishing behaviour of the cohomology of line 
bundles on the flag manifolds for the rank 2 groups. This result was 
previously known only for type A, [ 10, 11. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we fix notation and recall most of the result which we will 
need. 
1.1. Basic Notation 
Throughout, k will denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p > 0. By G, we denote a connected and simply connected reductive 
algebraic group defined over k. We fix a maximal torus T in G and a Bore1 
subgroup B containing T. To the pair (G, T) corresponds a root system R 
and we choose a set of positive roots R + in such a way that the roots of B 
are the elements in -R+ . By S we denote the set of simple roots and W will 
be the Weyl group. When a E R we let s, (resp. a”) denote the reflection 
(resp. the coroot) associated to a. The group W acts on T by conjugation 
and the induced action on the group X(T) of characters of T satisfies ,k) = 
X-(a”,x)a, aER, x EX(T). The subset X(T)+ of X(T) is the set of 
dominant characters, i.e., X(T)+ = {x E X(T) ( (a”, x) > 0 for all a 6 R+}. 
The set X(T)+ parametrises the (isomorphism classes of) irreducible 
representations of G via highest weights. Here highest refers to the ordering 
< on X(T) given as follows: if 1, x E X(7’) then I <x if and only of x - J = 
c aPR+ m,a for some non-negative integers m,. When L E X(T)+ the 
irreducible G-module with highest weight I is denoted MA. Finally, we set 
P = f CueR+ a. 
1.2. The Afine Weyl Group 
In addition to the above action of W on X(T) we consider also the tran- 
slatedaction: w.x=wk+p)-p, WE W,xEX(T). WhenaER,kEZ we 
let %.k denote the affine reflection given by s,,~ . x = s, . x + kpa, x E X(T) 
(Le., s,,~ is the reflection in the alTine hyperplane Hu,k = 
{x E X(7’) 1 (a”, x + p) = kp}). The affine Weyl group W, is then the group 
generated by all the s,,~, a E R, k E Z. When R is irreducible W, is 
generated by the usual simple reflections (S&~~ together with s~~,~, where 
a,, is the highest short root. 
C,={XEX(T)IO~(~“,X+P)~P,~~R+~ 
(x~(~~g(a”,x+p)~p,aER.~. 
and c, = 
The set C, is called the 
fundamental alcove. An alcove C in X(T) is a subset of the form C = w * C, 
with w E WP . The closure C of C is then c= w . c,, If C is an alcove then 
C is a fundamental domain for W,,‘s action on X(T). 
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1.3. Induced Bundles on G/B 
Let E be a rational B-module. E induces a locally free sheaf Z,(E) on G/B 
called the induced bundle as follows: if U denotes an open subset of G/B 
then a section of L(B) over U is a morphism h: n-‘(U) -+ E which satisfies 
h(xb) = b-‘h(x), x E z-‘(U), b E B. Here n denotes the natural morphism 
G -+ G/B. This defines a sheaf on G/B which is easily seen to be locally free 
of rank equal to the dimension of E. As G/B is a complete variety, the sheaf 
cohomology groups H’(G/B, L(E)) are finite dimensional. We use the 
abbreviation H’(E) = Hj(G/B, L(E)). From the definition follows that H”(E) 
coincides with the G-module induced by E (cf. [9]). 
Of particular importance are the cohomology groups of homogeneous line 
bundles on G/B, i.e., line bundles induced by characters of B. For one thing, 
if J E X(T)+ then Z?(A) is non-zero and contains a unique B-stable line. It 
follows that MA is the unique simple submodule of P’(J). 
1.4. The Linkage Principle 
As an immediate corollary of the strong linkage principle [2], we find that 
the cohomology of line bundles on G/B has the following property: 
Let x E X(T) and L E X(T)+ . If MA is a composition factor of H’k) 
for some i > 0 then there exists w E W, such that I = w + x (we say 
that A and x are linked). 
Using either Green’s reciprocity law (as done by Humphreys in [ 12, 2.31) 
or the vanishing of Ext’(MA, M,) for I & W, . x (see Section 1.5 below) one 
shows that the linkage principle implies that the highest weights of two 
composition factors of an arbitrary indecomposable module are linked. 
1.5. Further Consequences of the Strong Linkage Principle 
From [8, 3.21 we first recall the following very useful result: 
Let 2 E X(T)+ and let V be a G-module such that no weight in V is bigger 
than A. Then ExtL(V, Z?‘(d)) = 0 for i > 0. 
Using the linkage principle we will show how we can now deduce that 
Extb(M,, M,) = 0 for all i unless I E W, - x. 
We proceed by induction on i. For i = 0 the claim is trivial. So suppose 
i > 0. Since Extk(M,, M,) z ExtL(M,, Ml) we may assume that 1 $ x. Let 
Q, denote the quotient pk)/M,. By the above Ext$(M,, H”(J)) = 0 for 
j > 0 and hence Extb(M,, M,) z Extgl(M,, Q,). Now by the linkage prin- 
ciple all composition factors of QX have highest weights in W,, . x and the 
claim follows by the induction hypothesis. 
When V is a T-module we denote by ch V the formal character of V, i.e., 
ch v = LX(T) (dim V,) e” E Z[X(T)], w h ere V, denotes the weight space 
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corresponding to ,u. It is well known that (ch IIO(X))XEX(Tj+ constitutes a basis 
for the ring of IV-invariants in Z [X(T)]. Hence if V is a G-module we can 
write ch V= C, a, ch P(U). By the linkage principle we see that if we write 
ch M,, = 2, a,,, ch H”(u) then a,,, = 0 unless Jo E W, -1. 
1.6. Further Properties of H’k) [3, 21 
If L + p E X(T)+ then we set n(A) = {x E X(7) ( w(x) < I for all w E W}. 
Then for i > 0, w E W the weights of H’(w .A) are all contained in n(J). 
Moreover, when I E X(T)+ 1 is the unique highest weight in H”““(w . A). 
(Here I(w) denotes the length of w E W.) In particular, if w, denotes the 
element in W of maximal length and N= dim G/B = I(w,) then 
Hom,(HN(w, . A), @(A)) = k. Moreover the image of any non-zero 
homomorphism H“‘(w, . A) + ZY”(rl) equals MA. 
Suppose now 1, x E X(T)+ with A <x. If A is obtained from x by a single 
reflection and if L cannot be recovered from x via a sequence of more than 
one reflection each of which takes us into a smaller weight then MA is a 
composition factor in HOk) with multiplicity 1 [3, 3. I]. 
1.7. The Generalized Tensor Identity 
From [5, Remark 1.4(iii)] we quote: “If V (resp. E) is a G-module (resp. 
B-module) then H1( V@ E) z V @ H’(E) for all i.” 
1.8. A Lemma of Jantzen on Alcove Geometry [ 14, Lemma 31 
Let C be an alcove with C containing x E X(T). Suppose 1 E X(7’) such 
that x + I E c. If w E W such that w(A) E X(T)+ then (x+ n(w(n)))n 
W,. (~+n)={r. k+k)]rE Wp such that r.x=x}. 
We shall use repeatedly two special cases of this lemma: 
(a) In the above situation suppose x E C. Then (x + n(w(A))) n 
wp* ti+n>= {x+A}. 
(b) In the above situation suppose w . x = x if and only if w E { 1, s}. 
Then (‘J + n(w(1))) n Wp . k+ A) = (x + A, s * (x + A)}. 
2. THE TRANSLATION PRINCIPLE 
Let A E c, . A G-module V is said to belong to A if all its composition 
factors have highest weights belonging to Wp . A. From Section 1.3 follows 
that any indecomposable G-module belongs to some 1 E c,. 
If V now is an arbitrary G-module we let pA(v) denote the biggest 
submodule of V belonging to 1. As V obviously splits into a direct sum of 
indecomposable modules we see that Y = enec, pA( V), 
Suppose now that also ,D E C, and take w E W such that 
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W(,D - A) E X(T)+ . If V is a G-module belonging to L then following Jantzen 
[15, p. 81 we define 
Tz is a covariant exact functor from the category of G-modules belonging to 
A into the category of G-modules belonging to cc. If V belongs to 1 and W 
belongs to ,U then Hom,(T,V, IV) = Hom,(V 0 M,(r -Ar, W) z Hom,(V, 
W 0 M&,-J z Hom,(~,;p,(W 0 ~-WOW~w--IJ) = Hom,(K ew); i.e., 
Ti and q are adjoint functors. 
We will now find T$‘s effect on the cohomology modules H*(y . A), i ) 0, 
y E Wp (which, by Section 1.3, all belong to A). First we need one more 
piece of notation: We define 
S,={sE wJs.n=n} 
(this differs from Jantzen’s SA [15, p. 81). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) Suppose 1 E C,. Then T,H’(y . A) = H’(y + p)for 
all i>O, yE W,. 
(b) Suppose S, = { 1, s} and let y E W,. 
Zf s E S, then TiH’( y . A) = H’( y . ,u) for all i > 0. Zf ys . p < y a p then we 
have a long exact sequence 
a.. -+H’(y~~p)+T~H~(y.++H’(y.p)+~.. 
Zf ys . ,u > y . ,u then we have a long exact sequence 
a.- -+Hi(y~p)+T~Hi(y4)+Hi(ys~p)+~~, 
(c) In general, we have long exact sequences 
*a* -‘V’j_,(Y,~,~)-lV’j(Y,iu,~)-,H’(YSj.C1)j..., 
j = 1, 2 ,..., r = ) SJS, n S, 1, where Vj( y,p, A),j = 0, l,..., r are G-modules 
with v’,( y, p, A) = 0, VL( y, p, A) = T;H’( y . A), and {s, , s2 ,..., s,} is a full set 
of representatives for S,/S, t7 S, such that ys, . ,a $ ys6 . p for k < k’. In 
particular, if Hi- ‘( ys, . ,u) = Hi+ ‘( ysj . p) = 0 for all j then Ti H’( y . A) has 
a filtration with quotients H’( ysj . p), j = 1, 2,..., r. 
Proof. Choose a B-filtration 0 = F, c F, c *.. c F, = M,(, PA) such that 
FJF,- 1 z 1, (the one-dimensional B-module given by A,) and with the 
property that A, $ A,, for k < k’. It is obvious that such a filtration exists and 
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that {A i, *,..., A,,} = n(w@ - 1)). Let kj be the integer with y .1+ A, = 1 
ysj s p. According to Section 1.8, we have 
{Y * A t J,,,Y . 2 t Jk2,...9Y ’ 1 t 1,) 
=(y.h-n(w~-n)))nw,.p. (2.2) 
Now set c( y,~, A) =pr(Z-Zi(Fkj @ y . A)), j = 0, l,..., r. Then clearly 
pO(y, p, A) = 0 and from Section 1.7 it follows that V’,(y, u, 2) = 
Pr(W~,(,-,, OY * 1)) EPJ~,(,-*) 0 H’(Y * A)) = TV(Y * A). 
The filtration (F .) tensored by y 11 gives rise to the long exact 
cohomology sequences 
k = 1,2,..., n. Applying p,, to these sequences we get by the linkage principle 
(Section 1.4) and (2.2), 
P#m-,OY 4>=P,m&OY *A>> 
. . . + ~-,(Y,P,~)-‘~(Y,iu,~)-1~‘(Y~j~~)-t~~~ 
The proposition follows. 
forkfkj, 
fork = kj. 
Next we want to describe T$‘s effect on the irreducible modules. Here we 
can only handle the case where ), E C,. (A complete description of T$M,,., 
for all y,13 would in fact give an algorithm for computing the characters of 
the M,,.*‘s, see [ 151). 
When y E Wp we set 
PROPOSITION 2.3 (J. C. Jantzen, [ 15, Proposition]). Let I E C, ) ,u E c,, 
and y E W, such that y - 1 E X(T)+. Then 
ypfy., =My.@ if r(y,p, A> = 0, 
=o otherwise. 
Proof: By (1.5), MY., can be described as the image of the natural 
homomorphism M”(w, y . A) + @( y . A). Hence CM,,., is the image of the 
induced homomorphism c@(w, y e A) -+ Tu,@(y . A). By Proposition 
2.1(a), ~~HN(w,y.l)~#“(woy.~) and qZY”(y*A)z@(y.,~). It 
follows that qu,M,,., is either zero or isomorphic to I’M,, . L1, 
Consider first the case where r( y, ,u, A) = 0. Let Q( y . A) be the quotient 
fnY * w&A. The composition factors of Q( y + A) have the form M,,, .A 
with y’ .1 < y . A. From the above follows that the composition factors of 
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TS;Q(y e 2) have the form My,.,, for some y’ E W, with y’ -1 < y s L and 
hence also y’ . ,u < y . p. In particular M,,. Lc is not a composition factor of 
qQ(y . A) z Z?‘(y +,u)/qit4,,.,. So we conclude that My.U is a composition 
factor of TzM,.A and so TM,., ‘Y My.@ in this case. 
Next suppose that r(y,,uJ) = {s}. By Section 1.6, MYS.A occurs exactly 
once in Q(y . A). As r(ys, ~1, A) = 0 it follows from the above that 
T:M,,.A = My.w. We conclude that M,,. Ir is a composition factor of 
T$Q(yeA)-H”(y m,u)/cMY.A, hence not of TZM,.,; i.e., Tf;M,.,=O. 
Finally, to prove the general case pick ~1’ E C, such that r(y, ,u, 2) 1 
r(y, p’, A) = {s}. Write ch M,,., = CY,EWg a,,, ch @(y’ . A) (see Section 1.5). 
It is then a formal manipulation to show that ch CM,,.,, = 
c y,E w uYj ch FA @( y’ . A). By Proposition 2.1(a) and (b), we have 
qH(‘cy’ .J)zti(y’ .,u)z q,@‘(y’ .,u’)z r”,,c’@(y’ .A). This together 
with the above shows that 7JM,,.n z q,Tz’M,., = q,O = 0. 
Remark 2.4 (Compare [ 13, Theorem 21). From the last paragraph of 
the above proof we conclude that if (a,,),,,wp are determined by ch M,,., = 
c y,EWpuyIch@(y’.A) and if PEC, with t(y,p,L)#IZI then for all 
y’ E W, with y’ . p E X(T)+, JJSESp u,,,~ = 0. For 1 S, I= 2 we obtain a more 
precise result in Theorem 3S(ii) below (see also Remark 3.6.) 
When V is a G-module we denote by [V: Mx] the multiplicity of the 
irreducible module M, as composition factor of V. Combining the above two 
propositions we get 
THEOREM 2.5 (Translation principle). Let I E C,, and y, y’ E W, with 
y’ */lEX(T)+. 
(i) For all p E C, with 5(y’, p, A) = 0 we have 
[H’(y.p):M,,,.,] = [H’(y .A):M,,.,] foralli>O. 
(ii) If s is a reflection in one of the walls of C, such that 
y’s . A > y’ . A then 
[H’(y . A): My,.J = [H’(ys . A): M,,,.,]. 
Proof: Part (i) is immediate from Proposition 2.1(i) and Proposition 2.3. 
Part (ii) follows from (i) by choosing p E c1 such that S, = { 1, s} (then 
(y’, flu, A) = 0). 
3. INTERTWINING HOMOMORPHISMS 
In this section we shall apply the results in Section 2 to compute some 
Ext,-groups. 
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Let AE C, and ,uE c, with S,= 11,s). Let yE W, with y. A, 
ys .A E X(T)+ and ys . A < y . A. From Proposition 2.l(ii) we see that we 
have a short exact sequence 
o~Ho(ys~~)~~;Ho(y~~)~Ho(y~~)-,o 
(H’(ys - A)) = 0 by [5,3.1], see also 4.2 below). 
(3.1) 
LEMMA 3.2. The exact sequence (3.1) is non-split. 
Proof: Using the adjointness of c and TS; we have Hom,(M,., , 
cZf’(y *cl))= HomG(T~My.l, Z$‘(y . p)) = 0 by Proposition 2.3. This 
obviously implies the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.3. In the above situation Hom,(H’(y . A), @(ys . A)) N k. 
Proof. From (3.1) we get the exact sequence 
0 --$ Hom,W’(y - A>, ff’(ys - A>) -+ Hom@“(y .A), C@(Y . PI> 
-+ Hom,(@(y . A), @(Y . A)). 
The non-splitness of (3.1) (Lemma 3.2) implies that the last map is 0. Using 
again the adjointness of c and T’j we get via Proposition 2.1(i) 
Hom,(ff”(y . A>, C@(Y - cl)) = Hom,(T,U @‘(y - A), @(Y - cl) = 
Hom,(iY”(y . p), IZ”(y . p)) 2~ k and the theorem follows. 
Remark 3.4. Theorem 3.3 proves Carter and Lusztig’s conecture [6, 
p. 2391. This conjecture was for most cases proved in a more general form in 
[3]. Recently R. W. Carter and M. T. J. Payne have proved an even more 
general result for type A, [7]. 
Using similar arguments we can compute some of the higher Ext,-groups. 
Our results are collected in 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let y, s, and 1 be as above. 
(i) Ext'(M,., , H”( ys - A)) 1: Ext’(H’( y . A), @( ys . A)) 
I 
0 N fori> 1, 
k fori= 1; 
(ii) Ext’(M,.,, P’(y’s . A)) N Ext’-‘(M,,.,, ti(y’ . A)) for all i > 0 
and y’ E W,, with y’s . A < y’ . A. 
(iii) For all y’ E W,, Ext’(A4,. A, @( y’ . A)) = 0 for i > I(y) - I( y’ ). 
Proof: (i) The adjointness of z and c gives that Ext’(I@(y . n), 
c I?“( y . p)) = Ext’( Tf; H”(A), I#‘(@)). By Proposition 2.1 (i) q Z?(A) = p(u) 
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and so these Ext-groups vanish for i > 0 (Section 1.5). The same is true for 
Ext’(M,,.,, e@(y. p)) because Ts;M,,.,, = 0 by Proposition 2.3. The exact 
sequence (3.1) therefore gives (see the proof of Theorem 3.3 for i= 1) 
Ext’(@(y . A), @(ys . A) = Ext’-‘(@(y . A), @(y . A)) 
0 fori> 1, N 
I k fori= 1; 
respectively, 
Ext’(M,.,, p(ys . A))- Ext’-‘&$.A, H”(y * A)) 
I 
0 fori> 1, 
=k for i= 1. 
In both cases Section 1.5 is used for the final conclusion. 
Part (ii) is proved in the exact same way, using this time (3.1) with y’ 
replacing y. 
Part (iii) We go by induction on I(y). The case I(y) = 0 is covered by 
Section 1.5. Suppose now I(y) > 0 and let K(y . A) denote the kernel of the 
quotient homomorphism @(-NJ, y . A)* --t M,., (* denotes dual). It is an 
easy consequence of Section 1.5 that Ext’(H”k)*, How)) = 0 for i > 0 and 
all x, x’. Hence Ext’(M,., , H”(y’ . A)) ‘Y Ext’-‘(K(y . A), @(y’ . A)). Let 
M i .A be a composition factor of K(y . A). Then l(z) < I(y). Hence, by 
induction hypothesis, Ext’(M, .*, H”(y’ - A)) = 0 for j > l(y) - l(y’) and 
hence also Ex$(K( y . A), Z?‘(y’ + A)) = 0 for j > l(y) - l(y’). Part (iii) 
follows. 
Remark 3.6. Using Section 1.5, it is formal to check that ch MY., = 
Cy'EW,(Ci>O (-l)iExtf(My.Av @(y’ f A))) ch ZY”(y’ . A)‘. This explains the 
interest in computing these Ext,-groups. Compare also WI* 
4. VANISHING THEOREMS 
Let A belong to an alcove C cX(T). It is an immediate corollary of the 
translation principle (or more directly of Proposition 2.1(i)) that if H’(A) 
vanishes for a certain i then so do in fact H’(p) for all p E c. In this section 
we derive some further vanishing results. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let rZ E X(T) be p-regular (i.e., (a”, Iz + p) # 0 (modp), 
a E R +). Let i, > 0 and suppose H’(A) = 0 for i > i,. Then Hi@ + x) = 0 for 
all,yEX(T)+ and i> i,. 
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Proof: Let y . C, be the alcove containing 1. Let s be a reflection in a 
wall of C, with the property that ys . d > y . A. As already remarked the 
vanishing of H’(d) for i > i, implies that H’(D) = 0 for all ,U E C and i > i,. If 
we can prove Z-Z’(ys . A) = 0 for i > i, then the corresponding vanishing result 
will hold in all of ys . C. Repeating this argument will prove the theorem. 
Thus we have reduced the problem to prove that H’(ys . A) = 0 for i > i,. To 
see this let i > i, and pick ,U E C, such that S, = ( 1, s} (this is possible since 
we have assumed the existence of a p-regular weight, i.e., that p > h). From 
Proposition 2.l(ii) we get the exact sequence 
As both H’(y . ,u) and Hi+ ‘(y . A) are zero we conclude that also 
H’(ys * 1) = 0. 
Remark 4.2. The proof of the strong linkage principle shows that 
H’(A)=0 for i>O and 1Ec,. Theorem 4.1 contains therefore, in 
particular, the vanishing theorem for dominant line bundles when p > h, h 
being the Coxeter number. (Actually only p > h - 1 is needed since the 
crucial thing is the existence of ,u E C, with IS,] = 2.) 
In practise it turns out that it is easier to prove a vanishing result for p- 
singular weights than for p-regular weights. Therefore the following result is 
often useful. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 1,~ E c, with {s , , 2 ,..., s,) a full set of represen- s 
tatives for S,/S, CY S, and let y E W,. Suppose ys, . ,u is maximal in the set 
{ ys, . ,u, ys, . ,u,..., ys, . ,u}. If i is a non-negative integer for which 
H’( y . ,I) = 0 and I?+‘( ysj . ,u) = 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., r - 1 then H’( ys, . ,u) = 0. 
Proox With notation as in Proposition 2.l(iii) we have the following 
exact sequences 
and 
~~:(Y,/l,rl)+ Vj+'(Y,~u,1)~H'+'(YSj'I), j = 1, 2 ,..., r - 1. 
The theorem follows easily from these. 
5. THE RANK 2 CASE 
The main result in [5] applied to line bundles says: 
Let 1 E X(7’) and n, i > 0. Then there is a G-isomorphism 
I-I’(Iz)@“’ @ Ho((p” - 1) p) = H’(p”(A + p) - p). (5.1) 
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Here (p”) denotes the nth Frobenius twist. In this section we shall combine 
this result with the results in the previous section to determine the vanishing 
behavior of the H’(A)? for the case where G has semi-simple rank 2. Both 
the exact statements and the details of the proofs are rather tedious to write 
down. We have therefore chosen to present the results in form of figures 
(Figs. 1 and 2) and we have only sketched the proof. 
Before we go to the rank 2 case let us summarize what is known in 
general. 
Let i>O. Set Di= {xEX(T)(H’~)#O} and D{= {xEX(T)]x= 
p”w-,u+l. for some n>O, w E W with I(w) = i,,u EX(T)+ and 
A E {v E X(7’)+ 1 (j?“, v) < p” for all /I E S} }. Then 
Di=,D’, [5, 3.41, (5.2) 
D,=Db [5,3.1], (5.3) 
D,=D; [ 1, 3.6a]. (5.4) 
Via Serre-duality we get also (with N= dim G/B) 
D, = Dk, (5.5) 
D -Ok-,. N-l - (5.6) 
FIG. 1. Type B,. 
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The results below (e.g., type B, and i = 2) show that 0; may be properly 
contained in D,. 
Suppose now that G is simple of semisimple rank 2. We want to describe 
Di, i = 0, l,..., N. For type A, this is already done by (5.3-6) above. For 
type B,(resp. G,) the shape of the Di)s can be read off from Fig. 1 (resp. Fig. 
2) below. Here follows the explanation of these figures: 
The number i has been placed in the alcove C if and only if Cc Di and 
w . C c X(T)+ for some w E W with I(w) # i. If x belongs to a wall between 
two alcoves C and CL then the rule is that x E Di if and only if C, C’ c Di 
(This makes sense only for p > h. We disregard smaller p’s). It is 
FIG. 2. Type G,. 
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furthermore understood that the figures only cover the set Fz of x E X(7’) 
with ](a”,x +p)( <p* for all a E R. The result for the rest of X(2’) is 
extrapolated from the figures using the following principle. 
Suppose x E X(7”)\pz. Then x E Di if and only if there 
exist x’ED,nF*, n>l and IEX(T)+ with @“,Iz)<p” 
for all j3 E S such that x =p”x’ + A. (5.7) 
(One might hope that (5.7) is also true for groups of higher rank.) 
To prove that Figs. 1 and 2, together with (5.7) and (5.2), accurately 
describe the Di)s, one has to consider each type and each i separately. We 
try to illustrate the method of proof by considering type B, and i = 2: Let a 
and j?, with a short, denote the two simple roots for B, and let w, and oD be 
the corresponding fundamental weights. Set X, = s, . X(T)+. We will 
determine D, n X, . 
Let 0 < a <p. By [ 1,3.2] N’(-(a + 2) OJ ‘v Hi-‘(co, - 04) = 0 for all 
i. Set x,,~ = (-(a+l)p”-l)w,+((a+l)p”-l)Wq, n>O. Then (5.1) 
implies that Hikn,J = 0 for all i. Using that D, = 0; (5.5) we get from 
Theorem 4.3 first that H%L” + %2> = 0 and next that 
H*(J~,~ + o, + oo) = 0. Theorem 4.1 then gives that Hz&, + A) = 0 for all 
nEwI+. 
Set C = {x E X, / (a”, x + p) < -p and ((a + /3)“, x + p) < 2~). Let A be in 
the interior of the wall between C and s~,+~ . C. (5.4) implies that 
H’(l) # 0. Now s,, (-1,’ ch H’(A) = 0 (as in characteristic 0) and it 
follows that also H*(L) # 0. Hence H’k) # 0 for all x E C (see the first 
paragraph of Section 4). 
Consider next C’ = s,,~,~ . C. We know already that HZ vanish on two of 
the walls of Cl. Using this together with Theorem 2.5, it is easy to check that 
if A E C’ then none of the (six) MB’s with p strongly linked to s, . 1 can 
occur as composition factor of H*(A), i.e., C’ n D, = 0. 
Putting the above together it follows that D, n X, n p2 looks as shown on 
Fig. 1. To see that (5.7) can be applied to find the rest of D, nX, we shall 
check that H*(p”x + (p” - 1)~ + A) = 0 for all n ) 1, x E C’ and 
J. E X(T), . This is shown exactly as we showed that H*&” + A) = 0 for 
A E X(T), . 
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